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FORWARD 
This final report documents the results of the reliability testing of Textron Systems 
Division' s Gyroscope Model III-T, two axis dynamically tuned rotor Gyroscope. The 
testing was performed under the NASA Contract NAS5-31954 for the SMEX Gyros. 
This report is organized as follows: 
Section 1 - Introduction and Conclusion 
Section 2 - Technical section which analyzes the tuning concept for the Gyro. 
Section 3 - Technical section which derives the Gyro Error Model equations. 
Section 4 - Test Results of the reliability test including the Plots. 








NASA Godard Space Flight Center under Contract NAS 5-31954 contracted Textron 
Systems Division (TSD) to conduct 3 year Life and Reliability Test on TSD's Model III-
T dynamically tuned rotor gyroscope. This gyro was specifically designed for NASA in 
the early 1980s for space flight applications. The purpose of these tests was to establish 
that the Model III-T Gyroscope (Part Number 760900-533) would meet the performance 
requirements for the three year space mission, SMEX Mission. Two gyroscopes Serial 
Numbers 3334 and 3327 were utilized to perform the life tests. The gyros were turned 
on and continuously running for three years in an operational bed which was a 
temperature controlled oven maintained at 12YF - 130°F environment. The gyros were 
operated at their Synchronous speed, 400Hz, in a closed-loop-mode (torque-to-balance). 
During the first six months, each gyro was taken out of the operational bed every two 
weeks on to the test laboratory where it was Performance tested. The Performance 
Parameter Specifications, against which each gyro was tested, are listed on Page 10 of 
Textron Test Procedure document number 600218. The procedure is attached in Section 
5 of this report. After six months, the frequency of performance testing was changed to 
once a month. The NASA MOD III - Gyro Life Test Plan and Procedure No. 600218 
also details the required test equipment, and the gyro orientation requirements. A detailed 
laboratory log was maintained and records of all the events throughout the 3 year life tests 
were maintained e.g., power outages, equipment failures and quality assurance inspection 
records. Also included in Section 5 of this report is a block diagram for the Performance 




The two gyros met and in most cases far exceeded all the specification requirements 
for the SMEX Gyroscope as evidenced in the test results summary sheets and plots given 
in Section 4. These results are far superior than was anticipated especially given the fact 
that the test results deviations also include the additional terms which are not part of the 
gyro errors. For exampIe, mount-to-mount repeatability and the test equipment errors are 
alliurnped under total gyro performance error budget. 
Utilizing the [mal error equation from Section 3 and the plots of test results from 
Section 4 of this report, one can conclude the following: 
(a) The gyro run up times throughout the 3 years have been fairly steady, i.e ., 
10 - 11 seconds with a standard deviation of less than 112 second. This 
indicates that the gyros are fairly smooth and no deterioration of the bearings 
within the last 3 years of operation or otherwise the run up time would have 
gone up from additional friction due to the bearing wear. 
(b) The plots for the motor start-up current on both gyros indicates fairly 
constant value over the 3 year time frame indicating that there is enough 
power to start the gyros and no degradation in the motor. The two spikes at 
520 days on both gyros indicate test equipment read out problems rather 
than the deterioration, since its very systematic on both gyros and also the 
spikes happen only once out of 45 times. 
( c) The motor run current plots indicates a slight trend of approximately .3 rna 
per month, however the standard deviation is very small. This probably 
results from increase in infernal friction with time but the degradation rate 
indicates that the gyro would be good for at least 10 more years before the 
increase in friction becomes a problem rendering the gyro unusable. 
(d) The motor run down time also shows that the time required for both gyros 
to run down is shorter. This again illustrates that the internal friction is 
higher. 
( e) Plots for the tuned frequency indicate that initially the gyros had step 
changes in their tuned frequency, however the step change stabilized with 
time and this is probably due to the gyro weights settling initially while the 
epoxy was curing and towards the end the settling has been accomplished. It 
should be noted that the total change in tuned frequency over the three year 
period is approximately 2 Hz which is well within the design and 
performance specifications. 
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(f) The time constant plots on both gyros indicate that with time the gyro time 
constant is decreasing at a very low rate. The time constant is a function of 
damping. The MOD III T gyros are back filled with helium to keep the 
damping terms in the error equation low enough. When the gyro develops a 
leak, the helium is replaced by air which is much more denser than helium 
and hence would result in higher damping coefficient and a noisier gyro. On 
these two gyros, the time constant has decreased slightly over the three 
years, which indicates that the air is seeping in and replacing the helium and 
hence increased damping. This is not unusual since the gyro can never be 
hermetically sealed and the 3 T Gyros are designed to leak at 10-8 tours. 
With the present leak rate this gyro should be good for the next 15 years 
before its too noisy for leak to render it non-usable. 
(g) All the remaining plots i.e., offset angles, null angles, the torquer scale 
factors, the g-insensitive error terms and the g-sensitive error terms versus 
time on these gyros indicate that there has been no degradation with time and 




ANALYSIS OF SUSPENSION SYSTEM AND THE TUNING CONCEPT 
The fUnction of the sus pension 
syst2m i n a tu ned rotor gyro is to provide translational support for the 
ro t or in such a way that the effective torsional coupling between rotor 
and gyro cas e about any axis perpendicular to the rotor spin axis is zero . 
The suspens ion system consists of an ine r tia e ~ ement (the gimbal) and the 
tors~ona l elements (flexures). Positive spr-;:lg torque between rotor and 
shaft due t o 'the; torsional elements when balanced by negative spring torque 
due to the dynamic behavior of the rotor result in a tuned gyro condition . 
In t hi s sec t ion a suspension system is analyzed in detai l under the 
desired t uning condi ti on. Basic assumptions are made to simpli fy the 
ana lysis withou t loss of validity or imDlying physical l imitations . 
Coordinate fr ames are defi ned. Express ions relating t he moments act i ng on 
the rotor as a fu ncti on of case inputs are deve l oped. Fi nally, the tuning 
conditi ons in t erms of the external input are analyzed. 
2.1 As sump ti ons 
Ass ump tions made t o s implify the ITIc: t hemat i cal manipulations are: 
1) The roto r inertias are much greater than the gimbal inertias. 
The spinning rotor may then be considered to have an invarient 
attitude relat i ve to the inertial space. 
2) Th e effects of damping are negligible due to the large clearance 
between t he rotor and the gyro case . 
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Figure 2-2 Rotor, gimbal, and shaft deflections. 
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I· 
small, hence small angle approximations apply (i.e., 
cos ~x = 1; sin ~x = e). 
2. 2 Coordinate Frames 
Th e coordinate frames needed to generate relati ~ nships relative 
to each"other are: 
1) X. , Y., Z. 
, 1 1 
2) Xr , Y r' Zr 
3) Xs ' y s' Zs 
2.3 Angul ar Velocities 
Coordinate set is fixed relative to i nertial 
space . Rotor spins about Ii axis with ' angular 
velocity N. 
Coordinate set is fixed in the rotor (r-set) 
Coord i nate set is fixed in the shaft. The 
i nstantaneous attitude of the gyro shaft 
relative to the r-set is specified by angles 
~x and ~y (see FigurE: 2-2) . ~x and ~y are 
considered to have been generated by the 
angular velocity of the shaft relative to the 
. . 
r-set (~x and ~y). 
Ccordinate set is fixed in the gimbal. Figures 
2.1 and 2.2 show the relationships between 
various coordinate frames. 
From Figure 2-1, the angular velocity of the rotor relative to the 




r 0 wir = Wir(y) = 
Wir(z) N 
where superscript refers to the frame along which the vector is coordin-
atized. 
The angular velocity of the gimbal relative to the rotor axis anli 




wrg = Wrg(y) = 0 
Wrg(z) 0 
The matrix for transforming velocities from the rotor coordinates to 
the gimbal coordinate after applying small angle approximations, is: 
1 










Angular velocity of the gimbal relative to the inertial space, 
coordinatized in the gimbal frame, can be obtained by summing the angular 
velocities as shown by Equation (2-2a). First term on the right hand 
side of Equation (2-2a) is the angular velocity of rotor relative to the 
i nert i al space transformed to the gimbal frame by matrix Cg and the 
r 
second term i s the angular velocity of the gimbal relative to the rotor 
coordinatized in the gimbal frame. 
10 
9 
= cgw~ + wg Wig r i r rg (2-2a) 
Wig(x) 1 0 0 0 <Px <Px 
9 Wig wi g (y) :: 0 1 <px 0 + 0 = <PxN (2-2b) 
Wig(z) 0 -<P x 0 N 0 N 
2.4 Moments Acting on the Rotor 
: : 
Figure 2-2 shows the rotor, gimbal and the shaft positions result ing 
from a deflection of the outer torsional bar through an angle <Px generar,ed 
by the angular velocity <Px' 
Referring to Figure 2-2, moments acting on the j~tor coordinatized 
along the rotor fram~, M~x' is due to the deflection of the outer torsional 
ba r throug.h an angl .e <P x', 
(2-3 ) 
Applying Euler's equation of motion to the gimbal about its Y-axis 
yi'elds; 
(2-4) 
where Ag' 8g and Cg are moment of inertias of the gimbal for Xg, Yg and 
Zg axes, respectiv·e·ly, 
Summing the moments acting on the gimbal about the Y -axis , and noting 
9 
that the Yg axis coincides with the inner torsional element, results in; 
(2 - 5) 
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where ~y is the angular displacement of the inner torsional element 
generated by angular velocity ~y that the shaft has relative to the 
gimbal set. Carrying out the substitution of Equation (2-5) into (2-4) 
and solving for Mry ' results in: 
Substituting w1g from Equation (2-2b) into Equation (2-6) gives 
the moment acti~g on the rotor about its Yr axis: 
Mr = -(A + B - C )~ N + K ~ 
ry 9 g 9 x Y Y 
Assuming that the instantaneous angular displacement of the gyro case 
relative to the inertial sp~ce about the Xi-axis is equal to ex then: 
~x l = ex cos Nt 
c 
4>yl = - 6 sin Nt 
c x 
4> x1 c = ex cos Nt - exN si n Nt 
4>y I = -Ne x c 




Substitution of Equation (2-8) and (2-7) yi elds rotor moments along the 
Xr and Y
r 
axes in terms of external case inputs (ex)· 
(2-9 ) 
= Ir(A + B - C )N 2 ~ 9 g 9 Kyl eX sin Nt - (A + B - C )Ne cos Nt tl 9 9 9 x 
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From Figure 2-3, the matrix, c~, for transformillg a vector from 
rotor to case axes is; 
c c,... = 
f 
Transforming rotor moments, 
-
iMc Mr Nt cos rx rx 
= Cc = 
Me . r Mr sin Nt ry ry 
--, 
cos Nt -sin Nt 
sin Nt cos Nt 
Mr rx and M





cos Nt Mry 
(2-10) 
coordinate frame gives : 
r M
rx 
cos Nt - Mr sin Nt ry 
Mr 
rx 
sin Nt + M~y cos Nt 
(2-11 ) 
Substituting rotor moments (Mr and Mr ) from Equation (2-9) into (2-11) 
rx ry 
gives: 
+ IA + B - c l ~ N cos Nt sin Nt L g g ~I x 
M~y = Kx6x sin Nt cos Nt + GAg + 8g - Cg)N 2 - KJ ex sin Nt cos Nt 
- I-A + B ~ C /e N cos 2 Nt L g g 9 x 
App lying the following trignometric identities: 
cos
2 Nt = 1/2 l! ~ cos 2N!.1 
sin 2 Nt = 1/2 U - cos 2N~ 
sin Nt cos Nt = 1/ 2 sin 2Nt 
13 
(2-12) 
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Equation (2-12) simplifies to the following expressions: 
== 
+ 1/2~KX - Ky) + (Ag + 8g - Cg)N~eX cos 2Nt 
+ 1/2 ~ 9 + B 9 C 916 x N sin 2N t 
c I, M == 1/2 L( Kx Ky) + (Ag + 8 - C ) N ~ e sin 2N t ry g 9 x 
- 1/2 [; + B - C l ~ N Ir + cos 2N~ 9 9 sJ x -
M~x and M~y are the moments exerted on the gyro rotor (X r and Yr axes) 
transformed to the case coordinate frame. These rotor moments can now 
be analyzed in terms of the external case inputs. 
The following comments can now be made about the results of Equation 
(2-13); 
1) Moments on the rotor have two components; time varying and 
time invarient. The time varying component, when averaged 
over a complete cycle (2~n), does not exert any torques on 
the rotor so long as the input frequency is not at twice 
the spin speed frequency. 
2) Constant moments on the rotor will result when the input 
is of the form ex = e
xo 
= constant or ex is at a frequency 
which i s equal to twice the spin speed frequency: 
sin 2Nt 
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2.5 Tun i ng 
Tun i ng as defined previously is balancing the positive spring torque 
between the rotor and shaft due to torsional elements (Kx and Ky terms 
of Equation (2-13)) with the negative spring torque resulting from the 
rotor dynamics (Ag' Bg and Cg terms). Two cases of i~puts are analyzed. 
case. 
Consider first the case of a constant angular input to the gyro 
Assume an input ex = e = constant; Equation (2-13) reduces to; 
Xo 
axo Ii 2J M~x = --2-- ~Kx + Ky) - (Ag + Bg - Cg)NJ 
MC = 0 . ry 
In order to have no moments on the rotor along the gyro case frame, 
(Kx + Ky) must equal (Ag + Bg - Cg)N
2
, i.e., tuning condition can be 
accomplished by adjusting gimbal inertias (Ag' 8g and Cg) or by varying 
the spin speed (N). For a constant spin speed, No' tuning is achieved 
by adjusting the gimbal inertia as follows: 
.
f K + K x y 
I A + B C \, 9 9 - g 
Note: In practice most gyros are operated at a fixed spin speed determined 
by the frequency of the motor supply voltage and it is common to achieve 
tuning by adjustment of the gimbal inertias. However, some manufacturers 
prefer constant gimbal inertias and achieve tuning by adjusting the spin 
speed or spring restraints as follows: 
Either method will produce the desired results. 
Cons i der next the effects of angular input to the gyro case at a 
frequency equal to twice the spin frequency 
a ) Ifa
x 
= a -sin 2Nt, Equation (2-13) reduces to; 
Xc. 
MC = -1/4 1( K - K) + (A + B - Cg)N
2/a ry _ y x · 9 9 _ Xo 
b) If a = a cos 2Nt, then; X· Xc 
MC = -1/4 r( K - K ) + (A + B 
- C )N 2/ e; rx L: y x 9 g 9 __ Xo 
MC 
ry = 0 
Note: In th e above equations the sinusoidal t erms are deleted since the 
average torque resulting from them are zero. 
In both cases either Mrx or Mry is equal to: 
-1/4 ~. K - K ) + (A + B - C ) N 2/a L y x g 9 g _ Xo (2-14) 
; '~ow , assuming the gyro is spinning at a tuned speed, N (No = JA K: ; K: c ) 
o g g g 
and the to rs i onal bar stiffness, Kx and Ky are equal, then replacing Kyand 
N in Equation (2-14) with the above assumptions yields the following: 
(2-15) 
Equat ion (2-1 5) illustrates that, even though the gyro was tuned for zero 
error with a constant in put, it will have a net error when the gyro i s 
subjected to angular inputs at a frequency of twice the wheel speed. 
17 
In Reference 5 and 6, R. Craig has ·noted that in order to eliminate 
error torques on the rotor, due to 2N angular input frequency, at least 
three gimbal rings are needed in the suspension system. In a multi-gimbal 
design each gimbal produces an error moment, but the angdlar spacing of 
the gimbal (abou t the rotor spin axis), and the inertias of the i ndividual 
gimbals are se l ected and adjusted so that the resultant of all the moments 




TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM TUNED ROTOR GYRO MODEL EQUATION 
In Section 2, moments acting on an ideal gyro rotor (n ~glecting 
error torques) relative to the case fixed coordinate frame were determined. 
In this section, however, moments supplied by the gyro torquers for the 
purpose of maintaining the rotor spin axis inertially stable, are deter-
mined relative to the Attitude Reference Unit (ARU) frame. By obtaining 
torquer moments relative to the ARU frame, effects of torquer and the case 
misalignments can be included in the gyro model. Also torquer moment 
outputs for three nominally ;orthogonal gyros (X, Y, Z) can be obtained . 
Analysis starts with simplifying assumptions. Next, coordinate 
frames are defined. This is followed by calculation of angular velocities 
and finally, expressions relating moments supplied to the rotor by the 
gyro to rquers are developed. 
3.1 Assumptions 
-The following assumptions are made during the derivat i on of the model 
equation without loss of validity or implying physical lim-: tations: 
1) The rotor inertias are much greater than the gimbal inertias. 
2) The gyro sensitive element rotates about the axis of symmetry 
and has an angular velocity relative to the gimbal set of 
a = (~ - at) where N is the shaft rotation and at is the 
motor dynami c. term. 











4) At first the rotor is assumed to be a free body and later on 
this assumption is modified to include error torques due to 
an imperfect suspension system, damping and 2N angular input 
freq uency. 
5) The attitude angles ~ , ~ ,e and e shown in Figures 3-1 x y x y 
and 3-2 are considered small, therefore small angle approxi-
mation apply (cos e = 1, sin e = e). 
3.2 Coordinate' Frames 
Five coordinate sets all having a common origin are used in the deri· 
vation. Th e Attitude Reference Unit (ARU) frame is included so that the 
fi nal model equation would have moments for the X, Y and Z gyros (3 gyro 
package) . Figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 show relationship between various 
coordinate frames . The coordinate frames are as follows: 
1) X., y . and Z. i s fixed relative to inertial space. 1 1 1 
2) Xa , Ya and Za coordinate set is the main reference frame fixed 
to the Attitude Reference Unit (ARU). The inertially referenced 
angular velocity of the ARU resolved along Xa , Ya and Za axes is 
<P. 
3) Xc' Yc and Zc coordinate set is attached to the Z gyro case such 
that the shaft spin axis coincides with the Zc axis. The atti tude 
of the c-set relative to ARU set is defined by the attitude angles 
~x and ~y and the angular velocity of the ARU frame resolved along 
























A, I -4-- X X 
'+' x 2 c 
Y2 Y g ~ 
wig(y) 





a = N - at 
Y r' Y s 
Figure 3-3. Relationship between the gimbal (g), rotor 
(r), and the sensitive element (s) coordinate 
frames . 
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4) Xg, Yg and Zg coordinate set is attached to the inner gimbal with 
Zg axis coinciding with the instantaneous spin axis of the rotor. 
The attitude of the gimbal frame (g-frame) relative to the case 
fran '': (c-set) is given by the attitude angles 6X and 6y ' 
5) X
s
' Ys and Zs is the sensitive element (gyro rotor and gimbal) 
coordinate set. The angular velocity of the sensitive element 
relative to the gimbal set is a = N - at (see Figure 3-3). 
3.3 Angular Velocities 
From Figure 3-1, the angular velocity of the ARU with respect to 
inertial space resolved along the ARU frame is; 
<px 
a 
<Py wia = 
<P z 
a Transforming wia to the case reference frame yields; 
<pI = = 
where CC is the transformation matrix obtained from Figure 2-1. 
a 
1 0 -~ y 
CC 
= 0 1 ,. a C;x 
_E,y -~ x 1 
(3-1) 
( 3-2) 
Substituting Equation (3-2) into (3-1) yields the angular velocity of the 




<1>' 1 0 -~ <I> X X Y (4)x - ~lz) 
c 
cp' 0 1 w· = = ~x CPy = la y (cp + ~x4>z) (3-3 ) Y 
. 
cp ' t,y -t, 1 z x cpz 'cp + \ z t, 4> -Y X t,x<l>y) 





C 4> ' w· w· = la lC y (3-4) 
cp' 
z 
Assuming that the attitude angles ex and By are a result of angular vel-
ocities ax and ~ of the gimbal relative to the case, then the angular 
.Y 
vel oci ty of the gimbal with respect to the case, coordinatized in the 
gimbal frame is: 
= (3-5) 
o 
By definition, the angular velocity of the gimbal frame relative to 
iner tial space and referenced along the gimbal axes ( w~g) is the sum of 
the following angular velocities: 
(3-6 ) 
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From Figure 3-2 the transformation matrix C~ is; 
1 






Substituting Equations (3-4), (3-5) and (3-7) into Equation (3-6) yield 
angular velocity 0';' the gimbal relative to the inert:al frame along the 
gimbal axes: 
Wig(x) <1>1 + 8x - 8 ,..,1 X y""'z 
g 
= wi g(y) = <1>1 + 8 + 8 = IWig Y Y x -z 
Wig(z) .pI + 8v<l>~ + = <1>1 Z J X Y 
From Figure (3-3), the angular velocity of the gyro sensitiv.e element 
with respect to the gimbal set is; 
0 
s 
= 0 Wgs 
N-a t 
then, 9 = Cg s + w~ Wi s sWgs 19 
cos at sin at a 
cg = -sin at cos at a s and 
a a 1 
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(3-8) 
Substituting Equation (3-8), the angular velocity and the anguiar acceler-
ation of the sensitive element relative to the inertial space coordinatized 
i n the gimbal frame is, 
0 Wig(x) 
g w. 
1 S = 0 + Wig(y) ( 3-9a) 
N-a. t _Wig(zt 
Wig(x) 
~~ = Wi 9 (y) 1S 
_Wig(z) - ~t / 
(3-9b) 
3.4 Moments 
The basic equation used i n the derivation of the gyro model is 
Newton's law of rotational body: 
M = :t jHj ; (superscr i pt denotes coordinatized in the ;th frame) 
For a gyroscope, the angular momentum vector of interest is the sensi-
t i ve el ement vector which consists of the rotor and the gimbal 
(3-10) 
Appl yi ng the Coriolis Theorem to Equation (3-10) and coordinatizing the 
moments along the gimbal coordinate axes results in; 
M9 d IH , g + 9 H9 (3-11) = dt Wig x s s s 





Recalling assumption 1; 1r » 19, then, 
and '-
= I ~~ 
r 1 s 
Substituting Equations (3-8) an~ (3-9) into (3-11) and letting 
I
rx 
I = A I = C yields; 
ry 'rz ' 
Mg 
sx Aw'i g( x) 
Mg sy = AWig(y) + 'i(w. ( ))+J~(w . ( )) + k(w. ( ' )~) !.~ 1 9 X 1 9 Y 1 9 ;~ J 
MZ sy CWig(z) 
(3-12a) 
Simplifying Equation (3-12) yields; 
Mg = Awi9(x) + (C-A)w. ( )w . ( ) + CNw. ( ) Catwig(y) sx 19 y 19 z 19 Y 
I",g 
.. 
= AWi g(y) - (C-A)wi9(x)Wig(z) CNw. ( ) + CUtw. ( ) (3-12b) sy 19 x 19 x 
Mg 
= C(w1Az at) SZ 
M~ are the moments acting on the gyro sensitive element referenced 
along the gimbal coordinate set. These moments are actually acting on 
the rotor (i .e ., applying assumption 1; I »1 hence Mg = Mg). With 
r g s r 
the gyro in tuned condition; and rotor, gimbal and sensitive element 
-axes coincident (see Fi gure 3-3), the drive shaft cannot exert any torques 
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on the rotor perpendicular to the shaft (i . e., Mg
x 
and Mg). Cunsequently, 
s sy 
any moments acting on the rotor perpendicular to the shaft must be provided 
by the torquers which are case-mounted. Transforming rotor moments (M;x 
and M~y) to the case coordinate set using the following; 
= 
where c~ is the t ,·ansform of matrix C~ defined by Equation (3-7). Rotor 
moments coordinatized along the case coordinate frame are therefore: 
-, MC~ 1 0 8 M M + e M sx y sx sx y sz 
IMc = 0 1 -8 Msy = M 8xMsz (3-13 ) , sy x sy 
MC sz -8 8x 1 y Msz 1M -sz 8 M + y sx 8xMsy_ 
MC and MC are the moments dcting on the gyro sensitive element or the 
sx sy 
rotor (because of assumption 1) supplied by the X and Y torquers and not 
includ ing the error torques. In practical gyroscopes error torques (Mer) 
do exis t and the torquers must provide moments to overcome these error 
to rques. (The error torques include damping, imperfect suspension system, 
and 2N angular input frequency rectification errors.) Therefore, net 
torque supplied by the gyro torquers are: 
MC = MC + MC tx sx erx 
(3-14) 
MC = MC + MC ty sy ery 
where MC t are the net moments supplied by the X and Y torquers. 
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where 
M~r are given by the following: (shown by Craig Ref. 6) 
H [No - (N + tP z - at)J 
= F ex + ~ e + 0 e + HR tP2N m l y rx- e 
= 
+ 0 8 r y 
H [No - (N + tP z - at)] 
F m 8y ~ 8 + 0 e + HR tP2N l X ry- e 
is the mistuning error torque term for 
the Y-axis 
is the gyro internal damping torque for 
the Y-axis (quadrature spring moment) 
is the Y-axis external damping error 
torque between the gyro and case 
is the error moments due to 2N frequency 
rectification (occurs only when the 
input is at 2N frequency) 
Equation (3-14) give the moments supplied by the torquers relative 
to the case frame (when torquer axes coincide with the case axes). The 
effective torquer axes are misaligned by angles f;tx and f;ty relative to 
the reference ARU frame as shown in Figure 3-4 (f;tx and f;ty are small 
angles.) 
Therefore, moments exerted on the rotor by the effective torquer are: 
Mx M




= f;txMtx ty 
30 
r--
Figure 3-4. Relat i onship between the torquer (t), ARU (a), 
and the case (c) coordinate frames. 
31 
Substituting Equation (3-14) into Equation (3-15) (for M~) and then 
substituting Equation (3-13) into the result yields; 
M = Mg + t; M9 + M + ~ M9 
x sx y sz erx "'xy ~y 
(3-16) 
My Mg ~xMgsz + M - ~ Mg sy ery xy sx 
Substituting fquation (3-12)(for M~) into Equation (3-16) and then sub-
stituting for w~ . into that result (using Equations (3-3) and (3-8)) 
.. , 1 g 
yields the effective torquers moments in tenns of the following: 
a. input angular ve 1 ocity 9 (ARU reference frame) 
.. 
b. inpu t angular acceleration, <P 
c. pick-off displacement angles, ~ Z 0 
d. pick-off angular veloci ty, eZ 
pickoff angular acceleration, "7 e. E-
f . misalignment angles, t;x and t;y 
wh ere the superscript specifies the gyro which does the measuring. 
MZ A( <p x -+-
··Z 
= Sx X 
+ H(~ ·Z + 8 
Y y 
+ (C -A)( ¢y .,. 










(Motor dynamic s 
term) 
(Spin axis accel . 
. coupling term) 
z M = 
Y 
+ H 1 SZ + D ~z 
T y r x 
A( ¢ + ooz zoo ~z; ) a + s <l> + Y y x Z x Z 
- H(<!>x + eZ - s z~ ) x y Z 
- (C-A)( <l> + eZ _ eZ~)(~ + x x y Z Z 
Z 0 Z 0 
_ H(-C <l> + C <l» 
"'y Z "'tx Y 
+ HI.No - (N - <P z - atr! eZ 
Fm y 
_ H 1 eZ + D SZ 













( Fundamental term) 
(Anisoinertia 
tenn) 
(Mo tor dynami cs 
tenn) 
(Spin axis accelo 
coupling tenn) 
(Misa l ignment 
term) 




The subscript denotes the axes of the ARU relative to which the quantity is 
measured and th e superscripts specify the gyro wh i ch does the measuring. 
Note: The above equatio ns were derived by R. Cra i g, Reference 6. 
and MZ give the Z gyro model for angu l ar inputs in terms of the ~oments y 
tha t the gyro to rquers exert on the rotor. Momen t equa t i ons for X gyro 
(M~, M~) can be obtained by cyclic substitution of X for Z, Y f0r Z and 
Z for Y ';n Z-gyro model equation . Similarl ~( , to obtain moment equations 
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:TEST DAmTEST DATElTEST DATtTTST DATE:TEST DAmTET DATE:ET DATE:TEST DAiEmSr DATEllEST DATE:T6T DATEllET DATE:TE5T DATE : 
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65".BT 65.TT · 74.9L 63:68: 60.10 '-.' l:iL3T. 62..bfJ : :3'.2.4= 
IT' ., ~ 
I..).~ ..... 
::'ITR RUN-DN TIME : sa:::!Jffi5. l ) 20 
l SA}! TUNED FilET : HERTI: l397 - 403' 
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_____________________________________ :....-_____________________ 0_,_._.- _____________________________ :_.---- _______ _ 
,; ". ~ . 
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------ ----------- ,' -----: ------- ! ---- ~ ----i ------ ----- : ----: ---- ---- -----,----- ---- ---- ----,----, 
1 -:" '" .., 
I· .... . ~ • .:.. 
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·jl . ..... 
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-------:----- -----:------:----- ----- ----:-.-----
:50 . 96 31 .t2 .10. 01 .:'1.82 34.75 32.45 32.21 
----- ---- ----- ----- ~ ---- : ----
::1TR qlf~-uN 'I M~ : SECO:-lrS :;-20 73. 74 
J ~ , = : SAH TUNE!) ~EQ :317 - 403 397.2 397.2 397.2 
:------;------ --- i ----; ------: --. ___ 1 ____ _ 
;3.2.6 f393 - 401 394 .6 394.6 
-----,-------- '----- : -----: ----- , ----
I~ ., ""!' 
:. ..... ..:...1 19.3 iSECONC-S 1'\ t t: Ii 19.0 
---------- ----- --------- ! ----- ~ ----: ----
!3.~.8(A} : ARC SEes : +/ - ,~ -I) . S -4, ;j 
,------ i-----:----
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-----!----- ------
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-------- -----I ----- : ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
:3.2. :0. : (E):Y TGRQUB SF :DEGiSEC/MA: > OR = 0.22 0.2389 0.2380 :).2380 0.2380 0.2385 O. '1l90 0.2390 0.2390 . 1).2380 0.2390 0.2389 0.2387 0.2386 
----- -------- ----- ------ ----- -----: ----- : -----
:3.2.10.2{A):X 8IAS :OEG/HH :+/- 20 -I).~60 0.009 -0.013 0. 011 -1).012 -1).068 -1) . 068 .... ).081 -{).120 
---------:-------;-----
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----: ------ ! ------ , ---- ---- ---- .----- ----- i ----- ~ 
3.019 3. :)02 : . 99'2 2.984 3. :)05 :.988 3.039 
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:3.: . 1 
: V . \"""":":'J 7=' 
..... 'J-.J~. __ I 
====:===:= ;= !=--==!=-___ : -:===-c::-c::-:~== : 
: NO~!NAL 
: ~~~SUHE!: 1 :1S.."\SURB : :1S4SUR~ : ~S4SUf1: : MS~SUii~' : ;~£'~SUR~ : 
: ~:I jA~ : ~:T JP.~:~:I ~A~ :T=:~ ~~:T=~T ~ATE: T=:T ~ATt : 
l ~:~ : l __ .~. 
iLZSA .JI :L!SA ~. ; L~SA Q. 
------------- - ------- : ------- ~ ------- ----- ----- :--~:---- ----
lSECGNDS i '-_ 16 iO . ?O to . 7S 10.80 l1. 40 
-------- --------:------- :-------l--------
::.0-5 77 . 11 77.41 77.77 78 . 83 
---------- ---------------- --------- ---------- i-------:-------- -------- :-------:-------;--------
I\, ., ~ 
I .... _. v 
I'":" .~ A 
\.,j . ":'.",,:, 
:3.2.5 
I~ ~ .,. 
t·J .~. I 
:3.:::.8(B) 
:3.2.9(A} 
: ~TR RUN CURR91T : !"IIL:..~-4MPS: < 150 32.36 '" ! 1 J<JI .. ... 34.3( 34.52 
----------------- -------- ----------- l -------- : ------- l --------
: MTR RUN-ON TIME l SECJNDS :> 20 71.~ 77 .;)0 66 . :C 70 .27 
; SAH TUNED ~EQ :H5TZ :397 - dI)3 398.5 398 . 4 -398.4 398. 4 .398.5 
: SAV TUN8 FREG! ;393 - ~f)1 396.1 396.0 396 .:) 396.0 -396. 1 
-------- i --------- ! -------- : ------: --------
: TIM~ CQ~STANT ;S~~ONOS 18. -3 17.8 tC l' _ u . OJ 
:X ?O OFFSET lARC SEes :+;- .5 -1.2 -2.<1 
------------ ------- ----:----:---- ---
: Y P!J OF?3ET :ARC ~ECS :+/- 6 l.0 [ • .1 
---------- ! ------ i ------- ------- ------ -------
:X Nlll QUAD . ., '"'0 ":".~j 2. :9 [,30 2.39 
-------:--------;-------
:Y NULL QUAD : ::\RC ; ~l- 20 0.51 0. 38 0.26 1 'J? 
36. 09 
~8 . 91 
398.5 
396.1. 
1 0 ~ I 





:Da/SEC/~A: > OR = 0.2340 0.2330 0.23<11) 0.2342 O.2!30 1).2336 
----- : ------- ; -------- , ----- i -------
::.2.11). ~ (9):V TORQUER SF : ~:1/SE(:/MA: > JR = 0.2390 ').:391) 0.2363 0.2382 ') .L S, 
----- ----------- -------- -------- ------- ------ ------- ----! .---- : -------
:3.2.10.2!A):X 9IAS :IJS/HR : +/- 20 -d ?~ 
.1_"'''' -4.107 -<1.068 -4.021 -3.980 -3.388 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------: -----: --------
:3.2.10.2~9) lY BLAS :DEi/HR :+/- 20 -17.052 -17.11~ -t7.1~6 -t7.197 ·t7.067 -17.339 
------- ------------- ------- ---------- ------- ------- -------- ------: .------; --------
::.2..10.3(1\):X DIRECT MASS UNBl:JEE/HRiG :+(- 10 -4.37.1 -4.240 -4. 1% -.1. 210 -4.258 -4.201 
-------- -------- ---------: ------- --------, - : _._------
::.2.1O.3(B) ~ y ~:~ECT ~SS [JNB: lr:t/HH/G : +!- 10 -4. 328 -4.2:7 -<1..242 -4.288 -4.~ 
:3. 2.LO.4<Al lX ]lJ~D ~ASS UNBAL:D2/HR/G l+/- ~o -).5el -').620 -;).647 ' 
:----------- ----------------- --------- ------- -------- ------ -------- ~ ------- ~ ----- i ------

























GYRO SIN 3327 
AVERAGE VALUE 78 .38 
Y 
STD 
-1.93e-4 X + 78.3658 
DEV. 2. 04 
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GYRO SiN 3327 
AVERAGE VALUE 37.64 
y 
STD 
3.678e - 3 X + 35 .442 9 
DEV. 2.37 
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GYRO SiN 3327 
AVERAGE VALUE 11 .25 
y 
STD 
6.92e-4 X + 10.893 
DEV. .39 
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GYRO SIN 3327 - 1.61e-2 X + 68.4646 
AVERAGE VALUE 59.35 
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GYRO SIN 3327 y 
STD 
- 1.74e-4 X + 398 .4392 
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GYRO SiN 3327 
AVERAGE VALUE 17.5 
Y 
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GYRO SiN 3327 
AVERAGE VALUE 1 .02 
y 
STD 
1.286e-3 X -/- 0.3194 
DEV. .55 
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GYRO SiN 3327 y 
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GYRO SIN 3327 
-5.80 1E-8 X + 0.2386 
AVERAGE VALUE .2386 
y 
STD DEV. .0003 
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GYRO SIN 3327 -2.23E-4 X 17.0333 
AVERAGE VALUE -17.135 
y 
STO DEV. .144 
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GYRO SIN 3327 
-2.03e-4 X 4.26 14 
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GYRO SiN 3327 2.85e-5 X + 0 .5139 
AVERAGE VALUE 0 .529 
y 
STD DEV. .03 
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GYRO SiN 3334 
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GYRO SIN 3334 
AVERAGE VALUE 76.25 
Y 
STD 
7 .077e-5 X + 75 .9046 
DEV. 1.48 
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1.0 SCOP'=.: 
This oian establishes the tests which :re to be cerformed an the MOO 111-T , . 
Gyrosc~pe. These tests are divided into twa groups: Operating Tests (aT) and 
Performance Tests (FT). The purpose of this testing ~s to establish that the MOO III-T 
Gyroscope (PIN 760900-533) will meet the requirements at a three year space . 
mission. Since the goal at these tests is to establish the performance at these 'Jyras 
aver as many operating hours as possible during thi:: three year period, the tess will 
not be interrupted unless there is a catastrophic failure or specific direction to CO so 
trom the NA;~A GSFC Technical Officer after conSUltations with Textron Defense 
Systems' (TOS) Navigation and Control Test E:1ginf;ering personnel. 
2.0 TEST EQUIPMENT 
The test'equipment used during the Operating Life Tests and Performanse 
Tests are listed in Sections 2. 1 and 2.2.. 
The commercial equipment power suppiies, oscilloscopes. wave ana1yz~r. etc. 
need not be limited to the models shown but may by replaced by ather commercial 
equipment deemed applicable by TOS' Navigation and Control Test F:1gineer:ng 
personnel. 











Descriotion ParJModel No. 
IncoTlex (1M) Cnassis -----__ __,...·"-!..763828 
J(Schematic PIN 761519) 
ClOCK, No-Go (48 Khz) Board ------ \., 767150 l (Schematic PIN 766979) 
2 Phase Spin Supply Board ' ~ (Schematic PIN 763839) 
PiCK-<JIT Supply Board ._____ ? 767152 
~ --- ~(Schematic PIN 764(88) 
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-.;-15. -15. -.;-'; Vdc Supply (Power One) 
28 Vdc Supply (Power One) 
Dual DC Power Supply (HIP) 
Osciiloscope (Leader) 
Performance Test (PI) 
Descrlotion 
Incotlex (T.'IJ1) Chassis 
Cock. No-Go (48 Khz) Beard 
2 Phase Sain Supply Soard 
Pick-off Supply 8card 




+15. -15, .,..5 Vdc Supply (Power One) 
28 Vec Supply (Fower One) 
Dual DC Fower Supply (HIP) 
Osciiloscope (Tektronix) 
Wave A.nalyzer (HIP) 
Computer (HIP) ' 
(HIP) GP-lO Interface 
(HIP) HP-IB Imerface 
ROM Drawer 
16K Memory Module 
Printer (HIP) 
AJO to Incoilex Chassis Interface Cable 
Software, Data Cartridge 













(Schematic PIN 767( 53) 
767150 
(Schematic PIN 766979) 
(Schematic PIN 763839) 
767156 
(Schematic PIN 767157) 
767151 
(Schematic PIN 766828) 
767037 (NASA Owned) 


















I Two gyros will continuously operate for a pericd at 3 years with pericclc 
interruptions tor Performance Tests. At the start at eac;, aT segment. an excitaIion of 
Textron Defense Systems 









approximately 36 Vrms square wave, shall be applied to saturate the spin motor 
hysteresis ring; the excitation wiil then be reduced to a minimum at 16 Vrms or 2 'vrms 
above the minimum required voltage to keep the gyro operating at synchronous spin 
speed, whichever is the greater of the two. The operating minimum voitage wiH be 
determined prio r to the starl at the OT and wiil remain the same throughout the life at 
the OT. The 9iros shall operate in a torque rebalance loop while at synchronous spin 
saeed. Each gyro wiH be mounted onto a fixture (PII'.: 766596) and placed within the 
temperature contro lled oven which is maintained within a range at 125 to 180°F per 
the block diagram. Periodically, both gyros will be removed fram the oven and 
undergo performance tests at a specmed temperature. Prior to shutdown and removal, 
w1 e synchronous spin speed shall be verified and r~crded in the Operating T~s1: Bed 
(OT 8 ) Log. 
Following'each PT period. the gyros will , be remounted to the fixture (PIN 
766996) and returned to the oven. Upon each return to the oven, the gyros wili be 
oriented to a ilew position. This is to allow the migration ot the bearing lubricant to be 
more evenly distributed in the earth 's gravitational field. The order of the orientations 
is to be as follows: 1) Spin axis '/emeal, Z-up; 2) spin axis horizontal, X-up; 3) suin axis 
vertical, Z·down ; and 4) spin axis horizontal. Y-up. All gyro removals, remounts and 
orientation wi!! be recorded on the OT8 Log. The gyro test position sequence and time 
duraTion is listed in T abie 1. 
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2 Wks ) 
2Wks, 




2 INks I 






















SAV-Z Down 1 Mo ) 
SAH-Y Up 1 Mo~ 
SAV-Z Up 1 Mo (' 
SAH-X Up 1 Mo 
SAV-Z Down 1 Mo 
SAH-Y Up 1 Mo) 
SA\j-Z Up 1 Mo "' 
SAH-X Up 1 Mo I 
SA V-Z Down 1 MO] 
SAH-Y. Uo 1 Mo 
SA V-Z Up 1 Mo:) \ 
2 INks.L SAH-X Up 1 MO) 
SA V-Z Down 1 Mo 
SAH-Y Up 1 Mo 
2Wks-:; 
1 ME) ?-
1 Mo ' 
1 Mo .... ) 
1 Mo J 
SAV-Z Up. 1 Mo ) 
SAH-X Up 1 Mo 'r 
SA V-Z Down 1 Mo \ 
1 Mo 7-
1 Mo : 
1 Mo-",' 
SAH-Y Up - 1 Me) 
SAV-Z UD 1 Mo ' 
1 Mo 
SA V X :.J·o SA-fl, X + 1 Mo 
. ? 
5:;#=+ Z C'c'4In SA-V, ~~ Mo ~ 
1 Mo 
. Where SAV - Spin Axis Verticai 
SAH - Spin Axis Horizontal 
Z-Axis - Aligned with Spin Axis 
3_2 Performance Test (PI) 
~fr1j 
DUring the first 6 months. every 2 weeks each gyro will 'be transferred to the 
MOD'ill-T Performance Test Procedure (PIP) Test Stand for Performance Testing. 
After 6 months of operation has e!apsed, the PT interval shaIl change to once per 
month_ The spin motor power 'NiH be set at approximately 25 Vrms throughout all 
periormance testing_ The PT temperature wiH be 70 :: 2°C_ The temoerature wiH be 
recorded on the PI Oata Sheet. 
I
I Textron Defense Systems 
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87 766287 3 
All PT results will be recorded on the PT Data Sheet A.listing of the Pis to be 
completed are as follows: 
3.2.1 Rotor Synchronous Run-up Time 
The time to reach synchronous spin speed. 
3.2.2 Motor Sta·t Current 
Peak start current at 26 Vrms. 
3.2.3 Motor Run Current 
The steady state operating current at 26 Vrms. . 
3.2.4 Rotor Run Down Time 
3.2.5 Spin Axis Horizontal Tuned Frequency 
3.2.6 Spin A'(is Vertical Tuned Frequency 
3.2.7 Rotor Damping Time Constant 
3.2.8 X & Y Pick-off Offsets 
3.2.9 X & Y Pick-off Null Quadrature 
3.2-10 8 Pcsition Test Measuring 
3.2..10.1 X & Y Torquer Scale Factors 
3.2. 10.2. X & Y G-!nsensitive Drift (Bias) 
3 ? 103 G ,.... ·t· Ii '~ (Ii· . M U" } ._ . --;:::::enSi Ive ,-,nl~ LoJlrec! .. . ass nOaJance, 
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3.2. 10.4 G-Sensitive Drift (Quadrature Mass Unbalance) 
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCe: REQUIR5V1ENTS 
4. 1.1 Operating Test Bed (OT8) 
The gyros will t:~ installed in the OTB as shawn in the Black Diagram, Drawing 
No. 767159. 
4. 1.2 Performance Test Procedure (PTP) Test Stand 
The MOO III PTP Test Stand is the standard art Stand modified to perform the 
Run Down Test, Block Diagram, Orawing No. 767158. The part number for me 
modified Test Stand is 767154. The Pfcx-off Supply Card also ·required a modification 
tu perform the Run Dow.n Test. The drawing number forme modified Card is 767156. 
4.2 The OperationallT est Leg 
The NASA MOO III-T Ute Test log Document No. 910257 wiil contain: 
a) Ute Test Hi$tory 
- Gyro orientation, date and time for. start and stop at each segment. 
- VeriTlcaticn of tf1e gyro in sync starus at the s-~ and stop of each 
segment. 
b) Tabulation of gyro performance data for each test performed at the PTP 
sration. 
c) Tabulation of equipment used in the Ufe Test Bed. To incude caiibration 
dates and caiibration due' dates where required. along with dates for 
exchanges of equipment where required_ 
d) Tabulation of equipment used in the Performance Test s"..ation along with ~ 
calibration information where required. 
The Appendix contains the Test, log No. 910257. 
4.3 Gyro Operation Verification 
/. . ~----------------------~------------------------------------------------~ t I ~~ .~ev 
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1) Assemble the system as shawn in Block Diagran 610886. 
2) Spin Pick-off monitored on Channel A of the osciiloscope. 
3) Fhase A of the spin excitation monitored on channel 8 at the osdiloscooe. 
4) Oscilloscope internally synced from channel A. 
If the gyro is in sync, the spin pick"'Jff and the spin excitation frequencies will 
be locked to each ather as observed on the osC:llosc::pe. 
If the gyro is not in sync, the spin pick-off and excitation signais wiH be 
moving with respect to each other when observed on the oscHloscope. 
A Quality Assurance (QA) person shall witness that the gyro is in sync at the 
, 
st~ and completion at ead1 segment at the Ufe Test A s"'LGrtement at these 
certifications shall be' entered in the leg by the witnessing OA person and 
stanped off. 
4.4 Test Data Verification 
A.II PI test data shall be witnessed by a QA person who s.'1all apply an 
appropriate stamp to the data sheet entries. This data shall be maintained in the test 
log. 
4.5 Metrology 
Quality Assurance shall ensure that all test equipment are maintained within the 
requirements established by TOS' Navigation .and Control Group. 
Any time an item ' of test equipment is ieplaced, the fact shall be noted in the log 
along with the new item 's nomenclature, model, serial number and next recalibration 
required date 5"'l2Ji1ped off by QA. 
4,'" 
.. 0 Failed Test Equipment 
Any tim e an item of test equipment fails. it wiH be noted in the log with a 
statement as to the failure made, if available. The new item at test equipment's 
Textron Detense Systems 
201 LaweH Street 












enc!ature, mode!, serial number and ne;~t recalibration iequired date stamped off 
byQA 
4.7 Go, No-Go and Pass Fail Ctiteria 
Results of the first month of testing wiil be reviewed jointly by IDS' Navigation 
and Control Test E!1gineering and the NASA GS:=C Technical Officer. The nominal 
performance for the Operational and Performance Tests will be established by this 
review. These nominal perionnance limits will be entered into the leg book and 
signed off by CA.. If the gyro test data exc...oeds these nominal performance limits, the 
NASA GSFC Technical Officer must be notffied~ rne UTe Test will continue until a joint 
decision is made by TOS' Navigation and Control Test Engineering and the NASA 
GSFC Technical Officer to interrupt or discontinue the UTe Test program. Similariy, if 
the gyro fails to op~rat~-or is deemed unacceptable, TDS shail notify the NASA GSFC 
T echnicat Officer before investigating the failure mode and e~jmating the cost of 
repair. 
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I MOO III-T NASA LIt~ Tes': 
1 ... - P~rtorii1ance T~~ (?T) Data Sheet 
A:ite: Te:st S::qu~nce Nc.: 
;=s c.ii1e!er Units I Ncminal I ;=e:rarm2.r:cs 
I 3?~I ______ ~I _p~. u~n~-.~uo~' ~'m~,e~ ____________ ~I~s~~~ _______ ~1 __ <~1~c~ __ ~~I __________ ~ 
I 3.?? I Motor Starl Gurrem I Miifi-Amcs 1 T20 :. f 
I 3.? 3 I Moter .=iun Curr~e~n~t ________ .-..:...1 ~M~iiIi:.::.I-...:..A..::... m: .:..:, c::::;:s=--_I;....·-.-,;<~a~-:.;::o~ __ -...:..I __________ ~ 
I 3.?.1. I Motor Pun Dawn Time I Sees I TeO 
397-403· 
393-401 
G.? 5 I SAH Tuned Frecuency I ;...:em: I 1-;.=?:':::6~-----:-I -'s=NI"":';. ~. -:~--::, ~:':"~':"::e:';::d:""':F-:r"':::eQ:'::::';;:u~';::'n:":'c=-v:'------:I""';r.em:-::_=~:'-----1 ~~--=---..;....--------~ 
I . 
I ~' ?_ U ·- I I 13.2.8 (A) 
,~ . ! 3.2 8 (6) 
3.29 (A.) 
: 3.2..9 (6) 
r Rotor 02J'i1oing Time Ccnstarl1: I Sa:s I 
I Offset X-Axis I Arc·S=-s I 
I Offset Y-Axis I I Arc·Sees 
I X -l\Juil CUaCr2.illre 
I Y -Null QuaCr2.illre I 1 Arc·Sees 
I 3.210. i (A) I X-Torcuer Scc1e F2ccr i Oe;...JSec:Ma I 
I 3.2.. 10.1 (8) I Y -Torquer Scze F2ccr j Q'eg:Sec.'?via I 
/ 3.2.. 10.2 (A) I X-Axis Sias . I OegJHr I 
I 3.2.. 1 '0.2 (8). I Y-Axis BiaS I O~rr I 
I ~.2 1 0.3 (A) I X-Axis o'irec: Mass Unbaiance I D~r I 
32 10.3 (8) I Y-Axis Oirec! Ma-=:s Unbaiance I OegJHr I· 
I 3.2..10.4- (A) I X-Axis Quad Mass Unbalance ~ OegJr.::r I 
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